Yiorgos Chouliaras is a Greek poet and essayist who works as Director of the Press & Communication Office
and Press Counsellor at the Embassy of Greece. He has previously served at the Greek Embassies in Washington,
D.C. and in Ottawa, Canada, in Boston, in Athens during the Olympic Games, and at the Greek Permanent
Representation Press & Communication Office at the United Nations.
Born in Thessaloniki and educated at Anatolia College, Reed College, and The Graduate Faculty, New School for
Social Research, he lived for many years in New York, where he also worked as a university lecturer, advisor to
cultural institutions, and correspondent.
He is the author of Roads of Ink and five previous volumes of poetry in Greek as well as numerous essays – in Greek
and in English – on literature, cultural history, and international relations. Reviews of and translations from his work
have been published in leading periodicals, including Agenda, Grand Street, Harvard Review,
Modern Poetry in Translation, Ploughshares, Poetry, and World Literature Today. An excerpt
from his memoir America Is No Longer Here is included in Greece: A Traveler’s Literary
Companion.
A founding editor of the influential Greek literary & arts reviews Tram and Hartis and an editor
of literary and scholarly periodicals in the United States, he was the third writer from Greece,
after Odysseus Elytis and George Savidis, to serve on the jury of the Neustadt International Prize
for Literature. An Emeritus Member of the Board of the Ottawa International Writers Festival,
he was elected and served on the Executive Board of the Hellenic Authors’ Society as Vice
President for international relations.
Translations from his work are accessible at www.poetica.net.com and elsewhere, while a 2005 interview in English is
also accessible online and attached here for convenience. (A recent interview in Greek, “Modern Greece is an outcome
of poetry,” is accessible at http://icp-forum.gr/wp/?p=1460.)
The speaker can be reached at: Yiorgos Chouliaras, Press Counsellor, Embassy of Greece, Director, Press &
Communication Office, 123 Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2, Ireland, yiorgos.chouliaras@gmail.com
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INTERVIEW with Yiorgos Chouliaras: http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/news/content.asp?aid=56228
POETRY SELECTIONS in translation

http://www.poeticanet.com/en/poets.php?show_cat=30
http://www.mediterranean.nu/?p=509
ESSAY – ‘GREECE AND POETRY’ by YIORGOS CHOULIARAS :
http://www.poeticanet.com/en/dokimia.php?subaction=showfull&id=1151221782&archive=&start_from=&ucat=17&show_cat=17
OTHER LINKS:

NEW YORK event http://www.greeknewsonline.com/?p=8535
http://www.gerardmhopkins.org/Hopkins_Festival_Programme_2009.pdf
http://www.helleniccomserve.com/chouliarasyiorgosbio.html
http://www.dedalus.gr/en/author.asp?id=223

